HE opening of the new term brings its changes to all departments of Institute life. The past vacation has given a much needed rest from the grind accompanying the "Semies," and we re-enter our work with renewed vigor and the determination to make the most of our opportunities. Some changes made necessary by pressure of work in the fourth year have taken place in the personnel of the Board of Editors of The Tech, and new men are now in control. It is unfortunate that the Freshman class is still unrepresented on the Board. The Tech aims to be a thoroughly representative paper, but without representation of all classes this purpose is defeated. Many men have the idea that the work on the Board interferes with the work of the students. It has, however, been the experience of past editors that the small amount of time required for editorial work not only does not interfere with our primary tasks at Technology, but keeps a student from falling into the rut of humdrum life which is too prevalent here. The number of men on the Board is not fixed by rule, so that no man of average ability need hesitate to try. The Editor-in-Chief will be glad to meet any candidates and render any assistance in his power.

T was with considerable disappointment that Technology enthusiasts heard the result of the relay race with Bowdoin on Saturday, February 3d, for it had been hoped that a repetition this year of the brilliant record made by last season's relay team would occur.

The slow time in which the race was run shows plainly that our team was not in the best of condition, which was, in a large measure, due to temporary lack of training.

The result emphasizes the wisdom of the management in not entering the team in the Boston College Meet, which took place the